Almost Airtight D.I.Y. Residential Door Kit

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
The Almost Airtight
D.I.Y. Door Kit Includes:
1 – 36” A40 Top Seal
1 – 36” A00 Bottom Sweep
2 – 41” A40 Side Seals
2 – 43” A40 Side Seals
30 – #0 Fastener Screws
Tools Required:
Power Drill
Safety Glasses
Hack Saw
Tape Measure
Diagonal Cutters

Side Rails are shipped cut at two lengths
(2 upper at 41” and 2 lower at 43”) which are
mated when being attached to the door jamb.
The lower Trim Brush is 1” shorter to allow for
offsetting (as shown), once properly assembled
you will get a virtually seemless seal.

Two of the Side Rails are notched (left and
right) and must be used as the upper side rail
on each side of the door opening. The notched
area allows for the Top Rail to form a mitred
corner when assembled. Trim to size using the
bottom unnotched rail.
See backside for more detailed instructions.
IMPORTANT! Crimp the
ends of each Rail to secure
the the Brush Trim before
attaching to the door jamb.
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Almost Airtight D.I.Y. Residential Door Kit

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Lay out and identify all parts before you start your installation and please, read the instructions, they will help.
IMPORTANT: Slide brush out of the way before cutting mounting rails with a hack saw, then load brush back
into mounting rails. Cut off any access brush with diagonal cutters and crimp both ends of the mounting rail
prior to installation.
1. TOP: (36” A40) Measure and cut your top. To maintain fastener spacing, we recommend you double cut your
top; Example: If the top of your door is 34” wide, (your cutting 2” off) take 1” off either end of your top piece as
opposed to taking 2” off one end. If your door is 32” or narrower, just make 1 cut. Install your top with fasteners
provided; 1/16” to 1/8” of compression or bristle deflection is all you need.
2. SIDES: (4-A40’s) Left and right sides (top 1/2) are notched. Left and right lower halves are labeled. Assemble your sides, then take your measurements and cut to size. Measure from the NOTCH down and make your
cut on the lower 1/2. DO NOT cut NOTCHED end!!! Install your sides with fasteners provided. Adjust compression as needed.
3. BOTTOM SWEEP: (36” A00) Mounts on the hinge side of the door. Measure, mark cut, crimp, install. Watch
your compression, it can be adjusted as needed. 1/8” deflection/compression is good.
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